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Sydney-centrism, Parochialism and Popular Music Studies
In a recent seminar given at the University of Technology, Sydney, entitled 'The Future of Parochialism,' Meaghan Morris expressed her investment in a Tuen Muen, Hong Kong and Sydney-based parochialism in conflict with the academic and cultural strictures of a far more 'empowered, institutional parochialism' imposed by the USA and Western Europe:
As all those who live in 'second tier cities' know, a high metropolitan parochialism can be truly dense in its failure to conceive of its own restricted nature; the parochialisms of Paris and New York are in this respect exemplary.
Or as Slavoj Zizek has put it, in an apolitical sphere which matches the cultural sphere, the problem with US global political dominance is:
not that the US is a new global empire, but that it isn't one, although it pretends to be … The watchword of recent US politics is a weird reversal of the well-known ecologists' motto: act global, think local.
With its enduring investment in and representation of city, suburb, locality, neighbourhood, community, family and crew, hip hop epitomises an affective parochialism at the same time as it connects with the global rhetoric of an often imagined US-centric 'hip hop nation,' but is usually subjected to the restrictive and creatively bankrupt domination of a US parochialism which often defines itself in terms of an East Coast-West Coast conflict. In the process of applying various theoretical tropes to Sydney hip hop, including Appadurai's scapes, Maxwell skirts around the issue of ethnicity and its role as a defining factor in much Australian hip hop-figures such as Lebanese-Australian rapper and comedian Sleek the Elite don't get much airplay, and Maxwell relies a great deal on Pakistani-Australian informant Miguel D'Souza to provide an ethnic angle. He does briefly mention two nowdefunct, short-lived all-female Aboriginal posses (mis-spelling their names in the process), the Arrernte Desert Posse, who combined traditional bodypaint and dance moves with rapping, and Blackjustis, who represented Redfern, but were deemed to be 'not really hip hop ' (p. 68) by local luminary Blaze (whose Finnish background, later manifested in a return to his homeland to examine the Suomi hip hop scene, is not explored). While emphasis on the importance of ethnicity and class as a factor of the identity politics of hip hop is sometimes over-stated, Maxwell's choice to focus on mainly middle-class Anglo-Australian protagonists who were involved in 'predicating a community based on an affective identity, rather than on blood descent' (p. 97), although it provides a local counter to the widespread insistence on 
